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Constructing each block, cont: 
 

Following the diagram on Page 2, sew the block together row by row indicated by the heavy 

lines in the diagram, Nine-Patch style. If pressed properly, the seams in the side and corner 

units should nest together; repress if necessary. Repeat to make 4 City Streets blocks.  

 

Erik’s tips: 
 

These blocks go together quite easily even though they are small. Chain piecing may make the 

blocks quicker to make, although you may find it more fun to lay out the pieces for each block 

and make them one by one. If you enjoy chain piecing, each of the block units could be at-

tacked in that way. Careful pressing, essential to quilt making, will make these blocks a breeze 

to assemble. When putting the blocks together, think of them as Nine-Patches, and press them 

accordingly...you should have no trouble. 

 

Both the side units and the corner units measure 2 1/2-inch square when they are ready to be 

sewn into the block. Each block should measure 6 1/2-inches square, unfinished.  Refer to our 

on-line tutorial and photos if you need more help. 

 

Notes about our City Streets Blocks: 
 

The graphic City Streets block named by both N Cabot (1937) and N Page (1938) seem to be  

no more than further enhancements to a traditional Nine-Patch blocks common throughout 

American quilt history. Some versions of this block feature wider and larger frames around the 

center square or corner units, however all are similar in the sense that there is a frame and there 

are corner units. The grid formed by the pieces is typical of American city streets being laid out 

on a straight grid of parallel lines; Benjamin Franklin sure loved his Philadelphia! 
 

This block caused quite a discussion while we were choosing and designing blocks for this 

quilt! The sizes cut seemed odd and tricky...not quite like most of us are used to, but are neces-

sary for the block to finish at the desired size. Because of the simplicity of the block, its small 

size, and ease of construction, we decided to keep it in the quilt. In most of the City Streets 

blocks we saw, the corner units were framed with a mitered corner. We changed the corner to a 

straight cut to make rotary cutting easier; by using the same color (Blue, in our example), there 

is little or no change to the overall look of the block. 
  

Once again we thought it best to let the block design speak for itself. Not knowing right off how 

the blocks were going to turn out, we cut lots of pieces, laid out the block, and began to move 

pieces around before we decided on their final placement...since the pieces are small and easy 

to cut by numbers, give it a try and see what you think...it is a good way to use up some small 

scraps! Have fun! 
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